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GENERAL NOTES

EXTRACT FAN
To bathroom allow for connecting the fan into
a combined duct run vertically up through the
dwelling to terminate with a slate vent at roof
level. Supply and fix all bafflers as necessary.
Where the duct passes through the
compartment floors supply and fix a Quelfire
intumescent fire stop around the pipe, fitted in
strict accordance with the manufacturers
recommendations.

DRAIN
Allow for laying a new 100mm drain as indicated from
new soil stack into the existing drain at the base of the
external soil stack. Allow for lifting the floor boards to lay
the drain internally (if the direction of the joists permit or
alternatively run at basement ceiling level above the steel
beams over the opening below.) . Drain to be connected
into the existing drainage system. Allow for taking the
new drain through the existing stone wall. Build in lintels
over the drain where it passes through the wall.
Allow for lifting the existing slate slabs externally and for
re-laying on completion. Allow for all work with taking the
drain through the existing raised planter and for making
good.

DO NOT SCALE THESE DRAWINGS
It is the Contractors
responsibility to verify all
dimensions on site prior to
proceeding with the works

EXISTING DOOR
Carefully remove the existing door and store on site
for re-use. Retain the door frame and architrave to
form the opening.
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DRAIN
Allow for breaking through the existing concrete
floor slab to lay a new 100mm underground drain
as indicated. Drain to be connected into the
existing drainage system. Allow for taking the new
drain through the existing stone wall. Build in
lintels over the drain where it passes through the
wall.
It may be possible to utilise the existing stack and
drain run currently serving the kitchen.
Alternatively a connection could be made to the
existing manholes located in the adjoining
footpath with the necessary consents.
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Important only the risk side (ie the room side) of the
door needs to be upgraded. If the door is at the top of
stairs or is separating from a corridor, then both sides
of the door must be treated.

EXISTING OPENINGS
Where existing doors are being removed, the
openings to be blocked up using 89 x 44mm studs and
lined on both sides with plasterboard and skim. Retain
FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
all skirtings and frames for re-use elsewhere.
(to be fitted in all flats, subject to BCO confirmation )
Building to have a fire suppression system installed in
NEW OPENINGS
All new door openings in the existing internal partitions accordance with Approved Document B1, and
Regulation 37A. The system must be designed and
to be formed to suit any salvaged door frame/linings
installed in accordance with an appropriate, fully
and have these installed along with the existing
implem,ented, technical standard such as BS 9251:
architraves re-fixed.
2014 Sprinkler systems for domestic and residential
occupancies-Code of practice or an equivalent
CEILINGS
All second floor ceilings to be retained. Existing paper technical standard.
The components in such a system should comply with
to be removed and ceilings prepared to receive new
BS 9252: 2011, Components for residential sprinkler
finish. Infill all cracks with flexible filler. Make good all
systems-Specification and test methods for residential
areas disturbed and decorate with lining paper and
sprinklers.
emulsion.
It is essential that such systems are properly designed,
installed and fully maintained. An installation and
INTERNAL WALLS
commissioning certificates must be provided and sent
The existing lime plaster to remain on the existing
to the Building Control Officer for verification.
stone walls. Remove all loose plaster and where
Where town mains are to be used, the designer must
building works have disturbed the existing plaster.
consult with the Water Undertaker to establish typical
Re-palster in lime mortar, thickness to match the
operating pressure range and flow capacities available.
existing. Clean off all old paper etc and prepare walls
Restrictions such as water meters shall not reduce the
to receive new paint finish. All lime based walls to be
finished with mineral paints such as clay based paints pressure and flow available. Location of all sprinkler
heads to be submitted to planning officer once scheme
as manufactured by 'Earthborn'.
has been designed.
Prime any wall that shows any signs of water
penetration with Earthborn Isolating primer.
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CDM REGULATIONS
Comply with all Health and Safety
Legislation. Whether implied or not on
this drawing or, generally throughout
the project, consideration must be
given to the use of the "safest"
materials and processes during the
construction of this building

+ 99.15

THERMAL BRIDGING / AIR TIGHTNESS
Contractor to refer to seperate constructional details in
respect to maintaining air tightness of building. Care
should be taken to maintain continuity of mortar
pointing in walls, ensure that service pipework passing
through walls are sealed and that all insulation, cavity
closers etc are neatly cut good fitting and sealed
where specified. Care also to be taken at the likes of
edges of door / window openings, again as detailed
elsewhere.
ACCREDITED DETAILS
Contractor to refer also to approved accredited details
appended with contract documentation, following
these carefully in respect to maintaining insulation
continuity and airtightness. Such accredited details to
be signed by the contractor and returned to the
building control officer in order to demonstrate
compliance with Part L1A of the building regulations.
DRAINS
All new drains to be of 100mm dia. upvc items, laid to
a minimum fall of 1 in 40 for foul, 1 in 80 for surface
water. Ensure that reinforced concrete lintels are
installed over all drains passing through walls.
Contractor to allow for taking new foul drains into new
system. New surface water drainage to connect to
new soakaway/ watercourse.
PIPES
Where pipes penetrate through walls
suitable measures should be taken to
prevent damage or misalignment to foul
drains, ref para 2.23 2.24 Diagram 7,
Approved Document H.

YSTADELL GYSGU
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DRAINS PASSING UNDER FLOORS
Where indicated, certain drains to pass under new
floor constructions. In such instances ensure that a
minimum of 100mm thickness of granular material
exists over crown of pipe at all times. Similary ensure
that where drains pass through external wall
constructions, ensure that reinforced concrete lintels
exist over drain.
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Provide 150mm concrete surround to all drains
passing under roads, with bitumen impregnated
flexcell at every pipe socket.
To all drains passing under floors, surround to be of
pea gravel. Do not surround in concrete.
Contractor to allow for grubbing up all existing drains
in vicinity of building.
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Wash all painted doors down with detergent water and
clean off with warm clean water. Ensure that all wax
and grease has been removed. Use Envirograf
de-waxing fluid if necessary. Rub all panels with
coarse glass paper and dust off and remove all flaking
paint and ensure that all corners are given a good key.
Apply one coat of Envirograf Product 93 (stabond) to
the panels only.

TOOLS & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
All tools, hazardous materials, toxic
substances or solvents must be used,
stored, in accordance with current
COSHH regulations

AIR TIGHTNESS
The building fabric is to be constructed so that there
are no avoidable bridges in the insulation layers.
Care should be taken by considering appropriate
detailing to avoid air leakage at differing building
elements, such as structure/door/window openings
Care should be taken in construction of the building,
masonry etc to avoid unwanted leakage through
envelope parts

+ 97.47

FD30S

Coat all beads and if necessary all rails and styles with
Envirograf Product 42 (HWAP adhesion primer) at
12m2 per litre, allow drying time of around 30 minutes.
When dry apply two coats of Envirograph Product 42
HW02E intumescent coating at 8m2 per litre per coat.
This should dry within 1 to 1.5 hours. Cut the
Envirograph veneer or plywood panels to the size of
each door panel, then evenly apply with a comb
applicator Envirograf Product 46 (IA water based
intumescent adhesive) to both the grey flecked side
and to each door panel to ensure a perfect bond.
Once the adhesive has been applied to both surfaces
insert the Envirograf veneer or plywood panels on the
door panel. Once everything is dry, apply the
Envirograph plywood panels on the door panel. Once
everything is dry apply the Envirograf clear top coat to
the whole door.

J9. EXTRACT FANS
Into kitchens supply and fix extract fan capable of an
extraction rate of 60 l/s. Into shower rooms/bathroomsMEANS OF ESCAPE
supply and fix a fan capable of an extract rate of 30 In order to provide early warning to the occupants of
L/s.
the flat of a fire in within the common area , and vica
All upper floor fans to be connected into a
versa, an enhanced BS5839 part 6 system should be
condensation trap and then into a 100mm flexible ductinstalled, with a dual system as follows.
and discharging into a slate terminal. Ensure that the Flats to have a system that complies with BS 5839
length of the duct does not exceed the manufacturers Part 6 installed comprising of smoke detectors in all
recommendations. All other floors to have fans
circulation spaces that form an escape route from the
connected to a central vertical duct fitted in strict
dwelling, and heat detectors in all rooms or areas that
accordance with fan manufacturers recommendations present high risk to occupants, ie kitchens and
and sized accordingly. Fix intumescent collar where principal habitable room.
duct passes through floor structure.
The communal stair is to be served by a fire detection
Ensure that the fan and ducting is designed to suit the and fire alarm system. The system should include
location and length required for each specific
smoke detectors in the communal stairs and an
installation and supply details of the manufacturers additional heat detector in the entrance lobby of each
recommendations to the BCO.
flat.
FIRE
SIGNAGE
M1. SKIRTING
Over inside face of each bedroom door and front door
All skirtings to be of 225 X 19mm softwood with torous.
at ground floor level allow for installing 'Fire Exit'
All to have stain finish.
signage, of white letters on a green background,
illuminated and be of 300 x 100mm size and comply
O5. S&VP
Continue alll vent stacks indicated up into roof void in with BS 5499, Part 1, 1984 being pictorila type.
100mm UPVC pipework. Connect into 'Glidevale' soil FIRESTOPPING
terminal slate complete with extension sheet.
At junction of the roof and any party wall ensure that
no timberwork apart of the roof battens pass through
FIRE DOORS
the wall. Infill between the underside of the roof slates
All doors indicated with FD30S to be of 30 minute fire and the top of the wall with mineral wool fire stopping.
resisting doors complete with intumescent fire and
Continue stopping out to eaves.
smoke seals. FD20 doors to be 30 minumte doors
fitted with intumescent strips only. All doors to be hungSEPARATING FLOORS
in suitable door linings using 1 ½ pairs of 100mm steelDiscuss with the Building Control Officer the effect the
hinges, with centre hinge positioned as recommended soundproofing system will have on the ability of the
by fire door manufacturer. Glue and screw 19 x 32mm existing structure to carry the additional loading. If in
doubt the services of a Structural Engineer may be
softwood door stops to linings with bullnosed edge
architraves. All fire doors to have 'Fire Door - Keep required.
Shut ' notice fitted except for cupboard doors which
should have 'Fire Door - Keep Locked' notice fitted.
Fix overhead door closers to all doors with 'SC'
lettering and all doors noted VP to have vision panel of
georgian wired clear glazing to be factory fitted and
ensure that a zone of visibility from a height of 900mm
to 1500mm (Min. zone) from finished floor level is
achieved. All glazing to achieve the required fire
resistance and safety requirements.
Provide and fix 70x15mm thick hardwood threshold
strips to all doors with chamfered edges to suit floor
finish.
COLD WATER SUPPLY
Contractor to ensure that a suitable installation for the
HOT WATER SUPPLY AND SYSTEMS
supply of wholesome water is provided to dwelling,
Contractor to ensure that there is a suitable installation providing such water to any place where drinking
for the provision of heated wholesome water to:
water is drawn off, any washbasin or bidet provided
a) any washbasinor bidet providedin or adjacentto a
in/or adjacent to a room containing a sanitary
room containing a sanitary convenience.
convenience, to any washbasin, bidet bath and
b) any washbasin,bidet, fixed bath and shower in a
shower in a bathroom and to any sink in areas where
bathroom; and
food is prepared.
c) any sink provided in any area where food is
There must also be a suitable installation for the
prepared.
provision of water of suitable quality to any sanitary
Ensurethat hot water system,includingany cisternor
convenience fitted with a flushing device.
other vessel that supplies water to or receives
Such requirements will be met if the supplied water is
expansionwaterfrom a hot watersystem,is designed,
wholesome [provided by water undertaker, licensed
constructedand installedso as to resist the effectsof
water supplier or from a source complying with the
temperatureand pressure that may occur either in
Private Water Supplies Regulations 1991 - SI
normal use or in the event of such malfunctionsas
1991/2790 as amended], the supply is reliable and the
may reasonably be anticipated, and must be
installation conveys wholesome water to the sanitary
adequately supported.
appliances and locations specified in the requirement
without waste, misuse, undue consumption or
Any hot water system that has a hot water storage
contamination of water.
vessel shall incorporate precautions to:
a) preventthe temperatureof the water stored in the
WATER EFFICIENCY
vessel at any time exceeding 100º; and
Reasonable provision must be made by the installation
b) ensure that any dischargefrom safety devices is
of fittings and fixed appliances that use water
safelyconveyedto whereit is visiblebut will not cause
efficiently for the prevention of undue consumption of
a danger to persons in or about the building.
water.
Contractorto also ensurethat the hot water supplyto
The potential consumption of wholesome water of a
any fixed bath must be so designedand installedto
new dwelling should not be more than 125
incorporatemeasuresto ensure that the temperature
litres/head/day. This includes a fixed factor of water for
of the waterthat can be deliveredto that bath shall not
outdoor use of 5 l/h/day. The methodology for
exceed 48ºC.
calculating the usage rate should be in accordance
with 'The Water Efficiency Calculator' The installer of
the cold water system must forward calculations to the
Building Control Officer for checking.
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MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP
Unless otherwise stated, all materials
used in the carrying out of the works
must be materials which have been
tested or approved by an
independent third party. BSI British
Agreement Cert

SANITARY CONVENIENCES AND WASHING
FACILITIES
As indicated on drawing sanitary conveniences of the
appropriate type for the sex and age of the persons
using the building to be provided in sufficient numbers,
and hand washing facilities to be provided in/or
adjacent to rooms containing sanitary conveniences,
sited, designed and installed as not to prejudice
health. Any sanitary convenience and associated hand
washing facility to be separated by a door from any
kitchen or area where food is prepared.

SC

+ 98.96

Coat all beads and if necessary all rails and styles with
Envirograf Product 42 (HWAP adhesion primer) at
CORNICE
12m2 per litre, allow drying time of around 30 minutes.
On all floors that have any cornices it is imperative
When dry apply two coats of Envirograph Product 42
that this cornice is protected during the works. Repair
HW01F intumescent coatings to the beads, styles and
as necessary.
rails at 8m2 per litre per coat. Cut the white card to
the size of each door panel, then evenly apply with a
INTUMESCENT COLLARS
Where soil or vent extract fans stacks pass through all comb applicator Envirograf Product 46 (IA water based
intumescent adhesive) to both the grey flecked side
the upper floors supply and fix Quelfire intumescent
and to each door panel to ensure a perfect bond.
collars in strict accordance with manufacturers
Once the adhesive has been applied to both surfaces
recommendations.
insert the white card on the door panel. Once
everything is dry, apply the Envirograph product 42
SOUND TESTING
To comply with Approved document E, E1 to E3 sound HW04/S undercoat and HW top coat to the door and
panels. Do not apply any adhesion primer to the
testing on completion of the works will be required.
panels.
SCHEDULE OF WORK.

DWELLING

Existing
fire door

ELECTRICITY
The Local Authority will require certification of the
electrical installation to confirm its conformity with the
IEE Regulations The installation is to be installed by
an Approved NICE Contractor
ELECTRICAL WORK
Property to be wired generally in accordance with
current legislation and all works to be carried out by an
approved Electrical Contractor registered with the
NICEIC, who must provide all completion certificates
at end of works. To demonstrate compliance with new
Part P regulations in relation to electrical works,
electrician to be either an authorised competent
person as recognised by building control department,
or should provide an electrical inspection certificate
with associated inspection and testing to BS 7671.
Exact position of Electrical Fittings to be confirmed on
site by Client.
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UPGRADING EXISTING DOORS.
All doors labeled 'upgrade' to be fire upgraded by
using the following method.
Ensure that the doors being treated are dry and have
not been subject to a damp environment for aa long
period. Should this be the case take the doors away
and have them stored in a heated space for a period
of 2 months.
All door stiles with a thickness of less than 36mm must
have stiles, rails and beads coated with Envirograf
Intumescent coating system. Doors in excess of 36mm
need only have the beads coated.
Wash all varnished doors down with detergent water
and clean off with warm clean water. Ensure that all
wax and grease has been removed. Use Envirograf
de-waxing fluid if necessary. Rub all panels with
coarse glass paper and dust off and remove all flaking
varnish and ensure that all corners are given a good
key. Apply one coat of Envirograf Product 93
(stabond).
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PARTY WALL (New)
Stud wall to be formed of 2 leaves of 89 x 38mm
treated studs at 400mm centres. Overall width of wall
to be 300mm between inner faces of wall linings.
Minimum cavity to be 50mm. Wall finished on both
sides with 2 layers of 15 mm LAFARGE sound
resistant wallboard with a 5mm skim finish. Lay boards
with a staggered joints to all sides as well as between
opposing faces of walls.
Plasterboard to be of a minimum 10kg/m3 density.
Total nominal mass per unit area of 22kg/m2. Lay
Rockwool RWA45 slabs between one of the stud
sections as indicated. All voids between the wall and
adjoining structures to be sealed to avoid transfer of
noise. On no account should the wall be penetrated
with any services.
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THE SPECIFICATION ON HOW THE EXISTING
PANELLED DOORS CAN BE UPGRADED TO REACH
THE REQUIRED FIRE STANDARDS AND HOW THE
EXISTING CEILINGS AND WALLS CAN REACH THE
DESIRED RATING IS A BRIEF DESCRIPTION ONLY .
CAREFULLY READ ALL THE SPECIFICATION AND
INSTALLATION GUIDES AS SUPPLIED BY
ENVIROGRAF BEFORE CARRYING OUT ANY WORK.
IF IN DOUBT CONSULT WITH MANUFACTURER.
PARTY WALL (existing)
Existing walls which separate the communal stairs
from a flat which are to be retained to be upgrade to
meet the fire regulations using the Envirograph system
as specified for the ceilings. Refer to specification on
Envirograph worksheet.
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EXTRACT FANS
To dwelling connect both the extract fans from
the kitchen and bathroom into a combined
duct run at ceiling level. Take duct out through
the existing stone wall and terminate with a
fibrous cement grille, painted the same colour
as the wall render.
Supply and fix all bafflers as necessary.

FD20S

existing
soil stack

PLANNING / BUILDING REGS
All work to be carried out in strict
accordance with the Planning
Permission and the current Building
Regulations, relating to materials
specifications and site practice and
performance, whether implied or
not on this drawing

DRAIN
Allow for installing a new 100mm vertical soil stack as
indicated to run from the ground floor and terminated with
a soil stack slate at roof level. Allow for all work in
installing the stack. Where it abuts the existing cornice
DO NOT damage the cornice. At all compartment floor
junctions install a quelfire intumescent collar in strict
accordance with manufacturers recommendations.
On completion surround the stack in 50 X 50mm framing
finished with 12.5mm plasterboard and skim. At ceiling
level form new cornice to match the existing around the
entire duct casing.

vertical
extract
fan duct

fan FD20S
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EXTRACT FAN
To kitchen allow for connecting the fan into a
combined duct run vertically up through the
dwelling to terminate with a slate vent at roof
level. Supply and fix all bafflers as necessary.
Where the duct passes through the
compartment floors supply and fix a Quelfire
intumescent fire stop around the pipe, fitted in
strict accordance with the manufacturers
recommendations.
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CORNICE
Denotes new sections of plaster cornice to be
formed to match the existing cornice adjacent.

+ 97.53

+ 99.36

DIMENSIONS
The figured metric dimensions
to be worked, to, wherever given
\All dimensions unless expressly
noted otherwise are structural and
due allowance should be made
for finishes, plaster etc. Any
discrepancies between the drawing
and the works to be verified with
Architect before proceeding

CORNICE
Denotes existing cornice to be protected
during the works and retained on completion.

EXTRACT FANS
From basement connect both the
extract fans from the kitchen and
bathroom into a combined duct
run at ceiling level. Take duct out
through the existing stone wall
and terminate with a fibrous
cement grille, painted the same
colour as the wall render.
Supply and fix all bafflers as
necessary.

stub stack fan
fan
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SERVICES
During the wall demolition and
rebuilding works make sure that any
existing services are located and
protected. Liaise with relevant
authorities to suit.
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DRAIN
Allow for breaking through the
existing concrete floor slab to lay
a new 100mm underground drain
as indicated. Drain to be
connected into the existing
inspection chamber externally.
Allow for taking the new drain
through the existing stone wall.
Build in lintels over the drain
where it passes through the wall.
Allow for connecting 2No stub
stacks into the draing run as
indicated. Allow for all work in
laying these connections. On
completion make good to the
existing slab ensuring that the
DPM is maintained.
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